agent was hydroxycitrate, a questionable but orthodox remedy; version B substituted homoeopathic sulphur. Nearly 400 individuals who had published on obesity were asked to complete a review protocol on this fabricated paper, supposedly at the request of a nutrition journal, having been randomized to receive one or other version. Those reviewers who responded did show some bias against unorthodox therapyÐthough probably not suf®cient bias to account for the dearth of, say, homoeopathy trials in mainstream medical journals (as some have suggested). A useful result then; but some may question whether the end in this study justi®ed the means. A sizeable number of scientists were deceived into devoting time and effort to what amounted to an experiment without their consent. Though the peer-review process does cry out for research, though an international group was broadly in favour of the experiment and though there is ample precedent for deception of this kind 1 , my own vote would have been against. The relationship between editor and reviewer, like that between doctor and patient, depends on trust and we should be wary of any activity, however well meant, that might vitiate it. What editor would countenance a trial in which the protocol required deception of patients? The authors argue that informed consent would have invalidated the study. Though satis®ed that the work merits publication, I would not wish the JRSM to take part in such an experiment. Perhaps the best answer is for participant journals to indicate on their peer review documents that a small proportion of the material despatched for an opinion will be spiked with invented data for research purposes; reviewers would then have a chance to opt out. 
